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The world is facing a looming scarcity of land necessary to secure the production of agri-
cultural commodities and experiencing competition from other land uses. Simultaneously,
the evidence suggests agricultural land abandonment is widespread globally [1–3], driven
by multiple factors, and has strong implications for biodiversity, ecosystem services and
human well-being [1–3]. However, the understanding of the patterns, drivers and im-
plications is incomplete and disproportional compared to deforestation studies, despite
the widespread land abandonment process. Therefore, this was our motivation to estab-
lish a Special Issue (SI) entitled “Agricultural Land Abandonment: Patterns, Drivers and
Consequences”. We invited papers bringing advances in understanding the patterns and
the proximate and underlying drivers of agricultural land abandonment. We specifically
encouraged authors to submit papers stemming from human and cultural geography and
social science and unraveling the drivers of agricultural land abandonment at the land-use
agent level. The Special Issue was run from 2018 to 2020. In total, 11 manuscripts were
selected, passed through the in-depth peer review, and finally published, including one
review study [4] and two feature papers [5,6]. Overall, the Special Issue achieved the
initial objectives, and we learned about new methods for monitoring abandonment [7,8],
a complex combination of drivers [4,6,9–12] and future re-use of abandoned lands [6,13].
The authors also enriched our understanding of the social science component related to the
process of abandonment and re-use of abandoned lands [5,9,14].

From the geography perspective, there is a great diversity of studies published in our
SI. The studies represent abandonment processes in China [12], Myanmar [8], Nepal [4,9,10],
Poland [7], Slovakia [6], South Africa [11], Sweden [13] and the United States [5,14]
(Figure 1). While agricultural land abandonment is a widespread process in the Global
North [15–18], there is now evidence that abandonment is becoming a common land-
change phenomenon in the Global South too [4,12,19–21], and our Special Issue confirms so.

The Diversity of Definitions of Agricultural Land Abandonment

Our SI shows a great diversity of definitions of agricultural land abandonment, not
only regarding the thematic definition of the process but also the temporal duration.
While these days, agricultural land abandonment [6,7,14], cropland abandonment and
farmland abandonment [9,10] are three commonly used terms, a few works indicate
that other terms are commonly used too, such as deactivation of farming in South Africa,
“deagrarianization”, which represents a holistic process of changing the functioning of rural
areas and livelihood strategies [11]. However, there are other commonly used traditional
terms, such as old fields (in ecology and environmental studies) [22], retired fields (common
in the United States, primarily in environmental studies) [23] and post-agrogenic fields
(common in the post-Soviet rim, and again, primarily in environmental studies) [24,25]
(Figures 2 and 3).
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Figure 1. Cropland decline from 1961 to 2015 [26] and the studies published in the current Special 
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Figure 2. An extended summary of studies based on the systematic literature search in Clarivate 
Web of Science [1], now with terms agricultural land abandonment, cropland abandonment, old 
fields, deactivation, deagrarianization, retired fields and post-agrogenic fields/lands. 

Agricultural land abandonment can be terminal, incomplete, hidden or reoccurring, 
and it represents a reduction of farming activities, such as farming intensity over time 
[9,27,28]. In this regard, observation of abandonment can be more challenging compared 
to abrupt land-use changes, such as forest clear-cuts and urban sprawl. There is a 
commonly used definition of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization 
(FAO), which is the cessation of farming (could be grassland, cropland) and giving away 
land for nature [29], without signs of management for at least four years [17,30,31]. 
However, the approaches to defining agricultural land abandonment can stem from 
different disciplines and utilized sources, such as field surveys, aerial photos, satellite 
imagery and agricultural statistics, and can depend on the agricultural practices common 
for the specific territory [5,7,9,10,11] (Figure 3). The studies published in this SI show that 
abandonment might result in contrasting trajectories, such as natural succession and 
vegetation recovery, and land degradation processes [7,9,10,11]. Therefore, the temporal 
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Figure 2. An extended summary of studies based on the systematic literature search in Clarivate Web
of Science [1], now with terms agricultural land abandonment, cropland abandonment, old fields,
deactivation, deagrarianization, retired fields and post-agrogenic fields/lands.

Agricultural land abandonment can be terminal, incomplete, hidden or reoccur-
ring, and it represents a reduction of farming activities, such as farming intensity over
time [9,27,28]. In this regard, observation of abandonment can be more challenging com-
pared to abrupt land-use changes, such as forest clear-cuts and urban sprawl. There is
a commonly used definition of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO), which is the cessation of farming (could be grassland, cropland) and giving away
land for nature [29], without signs of management for at least four years [17,30,31]. How-
ever, the approaches to defining agricultural land abandonment can stem from different
disciplines and utilized sources, such as field surveys, aerial photos, satellite imagery
and agricultural statistics, and can depend on the agricultural practices common for the
specific territory [5,7,9–11] (Figure 3). The studies published in this SI show that abandon-
ment might result in contrasting trajectories, such as natural succession and vegetation
recovery, and land degradation processes [7,9–11]. Therefore, the temporal definition of
abandonment, in reality, can vary greatly from the FAO definition. Hence, it is particularly
appealing that this SI shows the complexity of understanding land abandonment processes,
and this comes in unison with the previous study [31].
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tos.php). (C) Example of abandoned fields in Karakalpakstan, Uzbekistan (credit: Fabian Löw) 
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also in Nepal [4,9,10] (credit: Suresh Chaudhary). (F) Cropland abandonment in Sweden (credit: 
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Sweden(credit: Mikaela Jardstedt) [13]. 
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to reconstruct land change from 1950 to 2010 in South Africa. Chaudhary et al. [10] used 
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Figure 3. Examples of abandoned fields, including ones covered in the Special Issue. (A,B) Repetitive
photos for the Gawukeni location (former Ciskei, South Africa) in support of [11], photographed by
Comins in 1956 (A) and then photographed by Puttick in 2011 (B) (source: repetitive photography
project of South African Landscapes http://rephotosa.adu.org.za/Search_photos.php). (C) Exam-
ple of abandoned fields in Karakalpakstan, Uzbekistan (credit: Fabian Löw) [19]. (D) Degraded
abandoned terraces in Nepal; (E) a mix of cultivated and abandoned terraces also in Nepal [4,9,10]
(credit: Suresh Chaudhary). (F) Cropland abandonment in Sweden (credit: Karl-Ivar Kumm) [13].
(G) Organic cattle production as an alternative to cropland abandonment in Sweden(credit: Mikaela
Jardstedt) [13].

The Diversity of Approaches to Document the Patterns of Agricultural Land Abandonment

The studies published in our SI point toward a great possibility to trace agricultural
land abandonment. Earth observation played, probably, the central role in monitoring agri-
cultural land abandonment. For instance, Blair et al. [11] utilized repetitive aerial surveys
to reconstruct land change from 1950 to 2010 in South Africa. Chaudhary et al. [10] used
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) observations to monitor land degradation on abandoned
terraces in Nepal. Kolecka and Kozak [7] used a high-resolution vegetation height model
(VHM) derived from light detection and ranging (LiDAR) point clouds and topographic
data in the Polish Carpathians. Pazúr et al. [6] relied on classified multiseasonal Landsat
imagery to obtain the patterns of abandonment in Slovakia. Huang et al. [8] used mul-
tisource imagery, employing freely available Sentinel-1 synthetic aperture radar (SAR),
optical Sentinel-2 Multispectral Instrument (MSI) and Landsat-8 Operational Land Imager
(OLI) products to monitor the decline of cropland intensity in Myanmar. Moreover, a mix
of qualitative and quantitative surveys of farmers became useful in assessing ongoing
abandonment in China [12], Nepal [9] and the United States [14]. Abandonment can be

http://rephotosa.adu.org.za/Search_photos.php
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traced from surveys and statistics as a decline of reported cropland or livestock intensity
over time [12]. Holcomb et al. [5] also showed a great utility of human geography ground
transects in documenting the abandonment of rural infrastructure in the United States. Sev-
eral studies employed a mixed analytical approach where either land-change maps were
combined with regression techniques [6,10,11] or qualitative and quantitative approaches
were used to study the drivers of abandonment and how they are perceived [9,12,14].

The selected approaches to monitor abandonment reflected the sizes of abandoned
agricultural fields well. For instance, where agricultural fields are highly fragmented and
small, very high-resolution data could be necessary (e.g., in Nepal and the application of
UAV [10], Poland and application of LiDAR [7] and parceled fields in former homelands of
South Africa and application of aerial photos [11]).

Complex Driving Mechanisms That Result in Agricultural Land Abandonment

The studies published in this SI show a complex interplay of underlying causes of
agricultural land abandonment. The concept of underlying and proximate driving causes
of land-use change proposed by Geist and Lambin [32] can serve as a starting point in
understanding the driving mechanisms of agricultural land abandonment. Specifically,
not only sociodemographic, economic, technological, policy and institutional factors but
also cultural factors may drive abandonment. At the same time, predisposing biophysical
site conditions and trigger events serve as precursors to agricultural land abandonment.
For instance, Blair et al. [11] used repetitive aerial photos and social surveys to show how
historical, sociopolitical inequalities evolving from the “post-Apartheid” era, race-based
land tenure rights, may have long-standing legacies and implications for agricultural
land abandonment in South Africa. Pazúr et al. [6] employed spatially explicit models
and revealed how post-socialist transitions and the recent accession to the European
Union determined agricultural land abandonment patterns and recultivation in Slovakia.
Du et al. [12], based on surveys of households and econometric models, showed the positive
role of access of households to formal and informal credits in the reduction of farmland
abandonment in China.

In general, rational economic behavior such as profit maximization and increased
opportunity costs due to farming explained the process of abandonment well in most
cases [4,6,9], such as in cases of abandonment due to outmigration [4–6,9] or abandonment
of marginal land [6,10,12]. However, other factors appeared as quite novel in terms of
understanding the complexity of the abandonment process, including the accessibility to
credits for farming and availability of a successor [12], uncertainty regarding expected
precipitation [9], change of societal values and living in rural areas on remittances and
social grants (“living on land, but not from the land”) [11] and risks of being kidnapped and
even killed [11]. Thus, these published works on agricultural land abandonment drivers
fill the existing research gap, promote a better understanding of sociocultural factors and
point toward the importance of behavioral science pathways.

This Special Issue contains two distinctive studies on a mix of social and cultural
geography. Holcomb et al. [5], with transects, explored signs of abandonment of rural
infrastructure and established the archetypes of abandonment in northwest Iowa and
central Maine of the United States. The abandonment of rural infrastructure may or may
not go hand in hand with the abandonment of agricultural lands. Kuntz et al. [14] revealed
dissatisfaction of rural dwellers with ongoing farmland abandonment in New York State
in the United States and overall performance of the U.S. economy and local and national
regulations, which are supposed to suppress agricultural land abandonment. Such a strong
negative perception was particularly prevalent among Republicans. A separate study in
this SI points toward a detrimental impact of the ethnic conflict in the Rakhine State of
Myanmar and attributes the decline of cropping intensity and partial abandonment of
paddy rice fields to this conflict [8]. The study of Huang contributes to the literature on the
adverse effects of armed conflicts on land cover and land use [33–36] and underscores the
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role of triggers and shocks on agricultural systems, echoing findings showing that they
often result in agricultural land abandonment [33,37–39].

Trade-Offs between Keeping Agricultural Lands Idle and Alternative Land Uses

Agricultural land abandonment is a transition process from once-cultivated croplands
to natural vegetation with further succession [7] or alternative land uses (e.g., biofuel
production, forestry, urban sprawl, leisure) [27,40]. There might be both positive and
negative impacts of abandonment, not only on biodiversity but also on societal well-being.
As published studies showed, abandonment may carry a negative connotation resembling
neglecting rural areas [14]. Abandonment can also be perceived from the agriculture-centric
perspective when abandoned agricultural land is not a favorable phenomenon and should
be, ideally, recultivated and steered [6,9]. However, abandonment is an inevitable process,
for instance, in European landscapes. As Kumm and Hessle [13] showed, there has been a
steady decline in cultivated lands over the last few decades in Swedish cropland patchwork
embedded in forests, and this process will most likely continue in the future. However, this
study also showed an alternative to ongoing cropland abandonment and dairy production,
as well as proposed forest plantations. For instance, organic beef production of a certain
size of the herd can be an option. The re-use of abandoned lands seems to be an interesting
topic for future studies, and a qualitative screen of the literature suggests that there is an
existing research gap on this topic.

Key Findings and Ways Forward

Agricultural land abandonment is becoming an evident process in many parts of
the world, including the Global South (Figures 1 and 3) [4,8–12]. There is a growing
interest among scholars to explore abandonment (Figure 2). Abandonment is a diverse
process regarding the trajectories of vegetation recovery in different biomes and intensity
of land use. Therefore, there are probably no uniform methods to monitor abandonment
at different stages and scales and in different biomes. Hence, further development of a
range of methods to monitor abandonment is strongly needed. The driving mechanisms
of agricultural land abandonment are quite complex, and participatory social surveys are
highly preferential. Institutional factors, such as land governance legacies, may have long-
standing effects on land-use agents’ decisions and the landscapes in the end. Economic
and technological advancements, or their absences, can certainly trigger abandonment.
The personal characteristics of farmers play a crucial role in better understanding the
driving mechanisms. Overall, and as the studies in this SI show, we are facing rural–
urban transition and “deagrarianization” in many parts of the world, which requires
revisiting the role of rural landscapes, perhaps with partial agricultural and alternative-
to-agricultural re-use and revival of rural areas. The understanding of the complexity of
drivers of abandonment would be improved by the conduction of systematic research on
abandonment at different scales, such as the work completed by the several studies on
agricultural land abandonment in Nepal in our SI. While we promoted the submission
of studies on a wide range of various aspects of abandonment, the published studies
predominantly covered cropland abandonment, while the abandonment of once-managed
grasslands, orchards and agricultural and rural infrastructure was not fully presented (with
the exception of the work of Holcomb et al. [5]). Therefore, we also encourage future works
to fill in the existing thematic gap.

A Short Summary of Studies Published in the Special Issue

Chaudhary et al. [4] revealed the extent of farmland abandonment in Nepal and
provided the qualitative outlook at the existing drivers of farmland abandonment following
the concept of proximate and underlying driving causes [32] by careful review of published
literature and ancillary data sets.

Holcomb et al. [5] proposed and evaluated a typology with five stages of the con-
temporary rural landscape transformation in the United States (in memory, end of life,
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treading water, recycling, renaissance and revival). Following the proposed typology, they
conducted transects in northwest Iowa and central Maine. They found a mix of five types
of rural transformations, where partial or complete abandonment of settlements goes hand
in hand with poverty. However, positive signs of revival were also found to exist, pointing
toward “deagrarianization” of rural communities.

Pazúr et al. [6] used classified patterns of agricultural land-cover change from 1986
to 2000 and from 2000 to 2010 and made land-change projections until 2060 in Slovakia.
They employed boosted regression trees to assess spatial determinants of agricultural
land abandonment and recultivation. The study showed that the spatial patterns and
determinants of abandonment and recultivation differed.

Kolecka and Kozak [7] used LiDAR and topographic data and maps of land parcels
to evaluate the presence of abandoned parcels with regrowth of young trees and shrubs
in the Polish Carpathians. The study showed widespread abandonment with vegetation
regrowth; grasslands were more often abandoned than croplands.

Huang et al. [8] used multisource 30-m optical and radar imagery to monitor the
conflict-aggravated Rakhine province of Myanmar. The assessment showed one-third of
fields in 2016, 2017 and 2018 were fallow, failed or abandoned rice paddies, and this was
attributed to the ethnic conflict.

Kc and Race [9] used a mixed-method qualitative and quantitative approach to explore
the effect of outmigration in Nepal. They conducted 119 household surveys and 87 in-
depth semistructured interviews. Descriptive statistics showed a significant presence of
underutilized land and a negative influence of not only outmigration but also other factors,
such as uncertainty of expected rain.

Chaudhary et al. [10] looked at the spatial–temporal degradation of abandoned ter-
races previously used for crops in Nepal with the aid of UAV and multivariate regressions.
They found that degraded abandoned terraces were prone to bulge. Degraded abandoned
croplands were often found on steep slopes and with the presence of grazing.

Blair et al. [11] assessed cropland abandonment from 1950 to 2010 in four former
“homelands” in South Africa established during the “Apartheid” time. With the aid of
aerial photos, the study revealed that abandonment peaked in the 1970s to the 1990s. A
survey of present and past farmers pointed toward a lack of financial means to invest in
plowing the land, the perception of droughts as a precursor to abandonment and a lack of
incentive to farm among the youth, among other drivers of cropland abandonment.

Du et al. [12] explored the association of cropland abandonment and farmers’ access
to agricultural credit in China by using systematic surveys of 8031 households from 27
provinces and Tobit regression models. The study showed the importance of formal and
informal credits to suppress or avoid a decision about abandonment. Abandonment
was also associated with remote areas, steep slopes, senior-aged farmers and a lack of
successors.

Kumm and Hessle [13] looked at the economy of alternative options to abandonment
and common re-use of abandoned lands for spruce plantations in Sweden. By making
calculations for forest districts of northern, central and southern Sweden, they envisioned
the alternatives, notably organic beef production with a herd of a certain size.

Kuntz et al. [14] looked at the ongoing afforestation and change of the composition
of rural landscapes from the lens of perceptions of local farmers in New York State in
the United States. For this purpose, they utilized questionnaires with qualitative and
quantitative questions. The answers pointed toward a generally negative perception of
abandonment, especially among full-time farmers and Republicans.

Funding: We thank DFF-Danish ERC Support Program (grant number: 116491, 9127-00001B), as well
as EU FP7 ERA.Net Russia Plus (grant number: 449 CLIMASTEPPE). Special issue contributes to the
Global Land Programme (GLP.earth) and more specifically to the activity of GLP’s working group
“Agricultural land abandonment as a global land-use change process”. The SI also is the outcome of
the session Agricultural land abandonment in the teleconnected world” during the 4th GLP Open
Science Meeting, 24–26 April 2019, which took place in Bern, Switzerland.
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